National Lockdown measures: Oasis Academy
Long Cross Resource Base January 2021
Blended Learning (as a result of partial closure)
In School Provision

Remote learning (as a result of full lockdown or bubble closure)


Class teacher will call home at least twice a week and a daily email check in .

Children in the RB have an in school offer which equates over a two week period to 5
days in ten ( which averages out to a minimum of three hours of direct teaching a
day).



Class teacher to plan a bespoke full timetable that is appropriate to the child– this should
be directly linked to the in school offer





One literacy based activity per day this may be appropriate for a child to have this for longer
depending on the needs of the children and access at home learning. This will also include a
teacher read story (once a week)



One numeracy based activity– this may be one per day depending on access.



One creative/pathway plan related target with appropriate provision per day



Corresponding story to video to be sent home



Access to video of one-two bucket sessions per week.



Access to one pre recorded cooking session once per week. This will include a visual recipe
card as support.



Learning opportunities around daily routine activities such as snack, dinner and self help task
should also be planned for. School will provide any support with visuals etc.



Daily exercise where appropriate should feature in the child’s day. This can be 30mins of walking or some outdoor opportunities.

Direct teaching in school will follow “normal expectations “ in relation to curriculum and EHCP focus. Target setting for this has remained the same in relation to quantity of targets .

Full time in school



Timetabling in school has been adjusted to allow for coverage of most of the
curriculum area’s over a shorter period.



Children will be sent home with their wow books on their last day of school.
Expectations will remain the same. For parental involvement and for recording
learning from school.

All

education in school.

Home learning expectations



Class teacher to plan a bespoke timetable that is appropriate to the child.



School will call family at least once in the period of time not in school



One email check in with parents



One literacy based activity including a teacher read story (once a week)



One topic related book to be sent home each week with suggested questions
or to just enjoy with their children



Myon can also be used to support reading where appropriate.



One numeracy based activity





One creative/Play based/pathway plan related provision which may be a follow up activity to one they have experienced at school. (one each for the
week remaining at home)

Families will receive packs either through email or as a physical pack on request. ON the last
day of the child's school week they will receive their physical resource to support any set
learning.



Parents are encouraged to send teacher photos of any learning opportunities that has taken
place at home.



Class teachers to communicate “Wows” of the week with the parents– offer of the wow
books to be sent home,



Offer of a teams call at least once a week from class teacher to child where appropriate.



A weekly home visit to share resources or check in with children where appropriate (Caution
should be given if they are isolating) including not going into the house wearing appropriate
PPE and the duration to be no longer that 15 mins



Teachers will respond through feedback via phone call or email with regard to work completed at home.



Access to video of one-two bucket sessions per week.



Access to one pre recorded cooking session per week.



Learning opportunities around daily routine activities such as snack, dinner
and self help task should also be planned for. School will provide any support
with visuals etc



Daily exercise where appropriate should feature in the child’s day. This can be
30mins of walking or some outdoor opportunities.



Myon can also be used to support reading where appropriate.



Families will receive packs either through email or as a physical pack on request. ON the last day of the child's school week they will receive their physical resource to support any set learning.

